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III. GEARING UP
Now that you understand the importance of collecting and 

combining items, we can begin to discuss weapons and armor.

Bone Armor (F) Leather Armor (M)
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BLADEMASTER VS. GUNNER

There are two distinct classes in Monster Hunter based on 
your equipped weapon:

GUNNER
Ranged weapons (eg. Light Bowgun, Medium Bowgun, Heavy 

Bowgun, Bow)

BLADEMASTER
Melee weapons (Great Sword, Hammer, etc.)

You can change classes at any time by equipping a weapon 
that belongs to the class you want. If you equip a Bowgun, 
you’ll become a Gunner. Equip a Great Sword and you’ll be a 
Blademaster.

Your class is important to note because it determines what 
armor your hunter can wear!  Other than helms (which can be 
worn by both classes) all other armor pieces are class-specific.  
This means if you decide to craft a set for the blademaster 
class, you can’t wear the same armor if you decided to equip a 
bowgun!
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ARMOR

Armors come in matching sets that consist of up to five 
pieces (head, torso, gloves, waist, leggings).  Each individual 
piece has its own values for several attributes:

DEFENSE
This affects the amount of normal damage received while the 

armor is equipped.

ELEMENTAL RESISTANCE
This affects the amount of elemental damage received while the 

armor is equipped.  Negative values mean damage is increased, 

positive values mean damage is reduced.

In Monster Hunter Tri, the Gunner class 
gains an additional item page for sorting and 
organizing ammunitions and combinable items.

Some beginner armor may be worn by both 
Blademasters and Gunners!  Don’t get used to 
this, however — the vast majority of armor sets 
are class specific.
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SKILLS & SKILL POINTS
These are the number of points that go toward activating a given 

armor skill.  At least 10 points are required to activate most 

skills.  Some skills have different levels which increase in amounts 

divisible by 5, (i.e., Attack Up (small) = 10 points, Attack Up 

(medium) = 15 points, Attack Up (large) = 20 points).

SLOTS
This shows how many decorations you can attach.  Decorations 

can be crafted in town and allow hunters to increase the 

value of certain skill points.  This is commonly referred to as 

“gemming”.  Certain armor sets have less than ten total skill 

points, in which case the remaining points can be “gemmed in” by 

attaching decorations to open slots.  Pay attention, though: most 

decorations also reduce the value of certain skills.  If skill points 

drop to negative 10 (-10) points or lower, they may activate skills 

that lower your abilities!  Some armor sets by default have these 

negative skills, which can be removed by attaching decorations or 

by wearing charms (read more about charms on page 19).

Blademaster armor has more defense than 
Gunner armor, but Gunner armor has higher 
elemental resistances than Blademaster armor.  
The reason for this is that most elemental 

attacks are long-range.


